
SDR Fun FM- Demodulations



Overview/Goals
1) Quick Discussion about IQ signals. 

2) Quick Discussion of Polar Discrimination

3) Connect the SDR radio - (Replace the Library)  

4) Get SDRSharp Up and running

5) Run basic waterfall demo

6) (Complete the steps in the lab to get FM demodulator up and running)  



Download Stuff  (10 minutes Max) 

1) Download the libraries and software from Moodle

2)  Replacing the Driver can be tricky (We can do this together)
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•The momentary amplitude of our real signal is by definition I, i.e. 0.69

•Pythagoras tells us the amplitude A of the cosine wave is (0.69²+0.40²)1/2 = 0.8
•Trigonometry tells us our angle is +30° into our cosine wave

The real signal I = 0.8⋅cos(30°)

f(t) = A cos(ωt + Φ)

I(t) = A cos(Φ)

Q(t) = A sin(Φ)

f(t) = I(t)cos(ωt) – Q(t)sin(ωt)







Polar Discriminator

np.conj(x) # complex conjugate

np.angle(y)   #get the angle of y

http://www.numpy.org/

http://www.numpy.org/




MSK



Test SDR Sharp



Unzip the python library and waterfall demo 



Do All the Pip Installs (So get all the libraries)  
from pylab import *

from rtlsdr import *

import numpy as np

import scipy.signal as signal

import sounddevice as sd

import asyncio

#Setting up constants

Fs = 2.4e6

Fc = 100.7e6  #the center frequency

N = int(8192000)  # Samples to capture

sdr = RtlSdr()

# configure device

sdr.sample_rate = Fs

sdr.center_freq = Fc

sdr.gain = 'auto'

samples = sdr.read_samples(N)

psd(samples, NFFT=1024, Fs=sdr.sample_rate/1e6, Fc=sdr.center_freq/1e6)

show()# need this to show the graph. 



Convert to numpy array and visualize

# Convert samples to a numpy array

x1 = np.array(samples).astype("complex64")

plt.specgram(x1, NFFT=2048, Fs=Fs)



Decimate to just focus on the frequency of 
interest

# An FM broadcast signal has  a bandwidth of 200 kHz

f_bw = 200000

dec_rate = int(Fs / f_bw)

x4 = signal.decimate(x1, dec_rate)

# Calculate the new sampling rate

Fs_y = Fs/dec_rate

plt.specgram(x4, NFFT=2048, Fs=Fs_y)

plt.subplot(223)

Use subplot for multiple figures



Generate an IQ plot
plt.scatter(np.real(x4[0:50000]), np.imag(x4[0:50000]), color="red", alpha=0.05)



Implement the Polar Discriminator

Try to implement this on your own. 



Horray We have our signal.
(We should clean it up a bit though) 



De-emphasis filter 

# The de-emphasis filter

# Given a signal 'x5' (in a numpy array) with sampling rate Fs_y

d = Fs_y * 75e-6   # Calculate the # of samples to hit the -3dB point

x = np.exp(-1/d)   # Calculate the decay between each sample

b = [1-x]          # Create the filter coefficients

a = [1,-x]

x6 = signal.lfilter(b,a,x5)



Disseminate to only keep the audible frequencies 

# Find a decimation rate to achieve audio sampling rate between 44-48 kHz

audio_freq = 44100.0

dec_audio = int(Fs_y/audio_freq)

Fs_audio = Fs_y / dec_audio

x7 = signal.decimate(x6, dec_audio)

print("playing sound")

sd.play(x7, audio_freq)


